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There is, however, another sort of cleavage, namely
the splitting-off of the conscious ego, together with a selected
function from the remaining components of the personality.
This cleavage may be defined as an identification of the
ego with a certain function or group of functions. A
dissociation of this kind is, very often seen in men who
are too deeply immersed in one of their psychic functions,
thereby differentiating it as their only conscious function
of adaptation.
A good literary example of such a man is provided
by Faust at the beginning of the tragedy. The remain-
ing elements of the personality approach in the form of
the poodle, and later as Mephistopheles. According to
my view, we should not be justified in interpreting
Mephistopheles as a split-off complex, as repressed
sexuality for instance, in spite of the fact, which is
undoubtedly borne out by many associations, that
Mephistopheles also represents the sexual complex.
This explanation is too limited, for Mephistopheles
is more than mere sexuality—he is also power; with the
exception of thinking and research he is practically the
whole life of Faust. The result of the pact with the devil
shows this most distinctly. What undreamed-of possi-
bilities do not unfold themselves to the rejuvenated Faust!
The correct view, therefore, would seem to be that Faust
identifies himself with the one function and therewith
becomes split off from the personality as a whole. Sub-
sequently, the thinker in the form of Wagner also becomes
split off from Faust.
Conscious capacity for one-sidedness is a sign of the
highest culture. But involuntary one-sidedness, i.e. ina-
bility to be anything but one-sided, is a sign of barbarism.
Hence we find among half-savage peoples the most one-
sided differentiations, as, for instance, certain aspects of
Christian asceticism which are an affront to good taste,

